In this paper, we prove the existence and uniqueness of steady-state solutions for a system of equations arising from a model in electrochemistry.
Abstract.
In this paper, we prove the existence and uniqueness of steady-state solutions for a system of equations arising from a model in electrochemistry.
The same result was established by the authors in an earlier paper under the additional assumptions that the space-dimension N -2 and the concentrations of the charged ions satisfy an electro-neutrality condition.
1. Introduction. Let f2*, u>i, u>2 be open, bounded, connected subsets of RA , N > 2 such that aJI,W2 C fi* and uTTflo^ = 0. Let ri,r2,r3 be the C2+7 boundaries of uji,u>2 and fT, respectively, where 0 < 7 < 1 and define f2 = fi* \ (aTfUtJij). The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem: Theorem 1.1. Let fi be defined as above and let e,Ci be positive and z, be nonzero constants for i = 1,... ,m. Suppose Q € C7(f2) where 0 < 7 < 1. Then the equation z.n.e-zi<t>(x) c^ = -E ^e\md, + Q(x) (L1) subject to the boundary conditions 4>{x) = 0 for x G Fi, = a for x € T2, at,, n f c r (L2) -(x) = 0 for x e r3 have a unique solution <f> G C2+7(f2).
The above equations arise from the study of an electrochemistry model [1] , [2] , [3] . Consider a container holding some electrolyte, which is a mixture of charged particles in a solution. Two electrodes are inserted into the electrolyte and are subject to prescribed electric potentials. dui --^ = didiv{Vui+fiZiUiV4>), i = 1,... ,m, dt (1.3) eAcf) = -e ^2 zkuk + Q{x).
In the above equations, e > 0 is the permittivity of the solvent, e > 0 is the molar charge, and Q may be thought of as a charge density distributed inside the container.
Equations (1.3) are solved subject to the following boundary conditions: In (1.4), dfl -Ti U T2 U 1^, n is the unit outward normal at d£l, and dtp/On -V</> • n.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a in (1.4) is positive. The initial condition <p(x, 0) = is not prescribed because it can be obtained from solving the equation eA<fi° --+ Qix) together with the boundary conditions 0°|r! = 0,0°|r2 = ot, d<fr°/dn\r3 = 0. It is obvious that by absorbing /i into 0 and e into s, we may assume that /i = e = 1. We also assume that Zi ^ 0 since if zt = 0, then m, is decoupled from the system (1.3) and may be solved independently. The evolution problem (1.3), (1.4) has been studied in [3] with Q(x) = 0. Using the techniques developed in [3] , one can show that given T > 0, there exist unique, smooth solutions Ui(x,t), i = 1,m and <j>(x,t) to equations (1.3), (1.4), and (1. Multiplying this equation by Vi and integrating by parts, we see that V{ is a constant. This constant may be found from condition (1.6c). Doing so, we obtain
Substituting this into Eq. (1.6b), we obtain Eq. (1.1). It is clear from above that proving the existence and uniqueness of solutions to Eqs. (1.6) is equivalent to proving the existence and uniqueness of solutions to Eq. (1.1) subject to the boundary conditions (1.2).
In the paper [3] , existence and uniqueness of steady-state solutions to Eqs. (1.6) were established under the assumption Q = 0 and the electro-neutrality condition ^ ZiCi = 0. In the same paper, global stability of the steady-state solutions was also established when N -2. This result is equivalent to saying that ions in any initial distribution will eventually settle down to their unique steady-states.
Due to the lack of time-independent a priori bounds for ||ui(-,t)IU2(fi)> the global stability result cannot be extended to the case N = 3.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence and uniqueness of steady-state solutions to Eqs. The same result holds for tt C R3 provided that we have a time-dependent L2(fl)-norm bound of the solutions Ui, i = 1,m.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 contains the proof of a priori bounds for the steady-state solutions while Sec. 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof of the lemma is complete.
Lemma 2.2. Let n be a nonnegative integer and let ,u € C(ri). Then The second to last of the above inequalities follows from the fact that We now bootstrap this estimate to obtain an L°° bound on u. We concentrate on the case TV > 3 since the case TV = 2 is easier. 1 + A(2n+1) TV+ 4
where k\ > 1 is independent of n. From (2.14),
for sufficiently large n. By increasing k\ if necessary, the above inequality holds for all n. From (2.9),
The proof of the lemma is complete. This completes the proof of the lemma. [4] ) and ||u||//i has been shown to be bounded. The function f(v) -l/v is convex so that Jensen's inequality implies that {w\ie"Mdyy'-mi'""")dy- [ e-*iMv)e-zMy) dy > e-5fci f e-*iu{y) dyj (2.25) Jn Jn Proof. From Lemma 2.7, the right-hand side of (2.5) is bounded in the Lp norm for any 1 < p < 00. Thus u £ W2'p by regularity estimates. By taking p sufficiently large, Sobolev's imbedding theorem implies that u G C1+7(f2). Since <f>0 £ C2+7(fi), the righthand side of Eq. (2.5) is bounded in the C1+7(f2) norm. Schauder's estimate then gives a bound in the C2+7(f2) norm. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
